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Housie! - Thursday 20 February
Housie
Housie! the third Thursday in the month

On the Greens

Birkenhead Branch
24 Birkenhead Ave

Phone: 480-9029

The greens may close at any time, check the greens open/closed sign for green’s status
Wednesday 19 February – BNH NZ Masters – 60-74 Mixed Pairs – sections 1-4
Thursday 20 February – BNH NZ Masters – Knockout (Post section)
Friday 21 February – BNH NZ Masters – Finals
Monday 24 February – 6pm “YOU Travel Birkenhead” Social Bowls
Wednesday 26 February - 10am Club Day (AC, Single Entry)
Friday 28 February – 1p 242 Pairs (OAC2-4-2) Team & Single Entry welcome - mufti
Saturday 29 February – 8.39am 1-5 Year Championship triples (Any Combination)
Sunday 1 March – 9am Sunday Tournament (OACT) – lunch provided
Monday 2 March – 6pm “YOU Travel Birkenhead” Social Bowls
Wednesday 4 March – 9,30am Matthews Memorial Pairs (AC 60+, Single Entry)
Saturday 7 March – 8.30am Women’s Championship Fours

Inside this Weekend
Friday 21 February – Club Night
Raffles, Happy Hour, Members Draw, Joker 500
Riccarton (Thoroughbreds), Invercargill, Cambridge (Harness), Addington, Wanganui
(Dogs) and racing from Australia.
Cricket* - 11am 1st Test - Day 1 - BLACKCAPS vs India
Super Rugby* - 7.05pm Crusaders vs Highlanders
Saturday 22 February
Racing – Matamata, Otaki (Thoroughbreds), Ashburton (Harness), and racing from Australia, including Caulfield: - Blue Diamond Stakes - Futurity
Cricket* - 11am 1st Test - Day 2 - BLACKCAPS vs India
NRL Preseason* - 5pm NZ Warriors vs Melbourne Storm
Super Rugby* - 7.05pm Chiefs vs Brumbies
Sunday 23 February
Racing – Wairoa (Thoroughbreds) Oamaru (Harness), Manukau (Dogs) and racing from
Australia
Cricket* - 11am 1st Test - Day 3 - BLACKCAPS vs India
* Viewing selection is determined by the members.

HQ for Fours
Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 March sees Birkenhead’s greens back in the lime light as the
Club is the Headquarters for BHN Men’s Fours and Women’s Fours. Having problems with
the top green last season Birkenhead missed hosting such Centre Events. Now thanks to
the hard work and experience of the Club’s green keeper, Brendon Kelly we are back in
favour.

YOU Travel Birkenhead Social Bowls
Monday 24 February
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Club Night - Every Friday
Raffles, Members Draw, Happy Hour, Joker 500 and more
Wightman and Muir toast of Birkenhead
Reproduced from Bowls New Zealand website:
Former New Zealand champions Sue Wightman and Ann Muir combined in victorious
fashion to take out the 2020 Birkenhead Women’s Open Pairs, with the Northland composite continuing their fine run of form at the event over the last three years.
Now in its 10th year, the Birkenhead tournament has grown from strength to strength, attracting top pairings from all pockets of the country, with players looking to add their
names to the history archives and take out the generous $1500 winners’ cheque.
This year’s event, endorsed as part of the Bowls NZ Summer of Bowls programme, promised plenty, featuring the likes of past and present New Zealand representatives and a
plethora of top-performing locals – as well as prolific world title winner Karen Murphy, who
teamed up with local Colleen Rice to take a shot at the sought-after silverware.
Murphy, who has been busy throughout the week carrying out specialised bowls’ clinics
throughout the North Harbour, has certainly seen her presence in high demand, with
many locals taking
the opportunity to
learn from one of
the best exponents
in the sport and
most capped international of all time.
And for those
watching on, the
action certainly
lived up to its pretournament billing.
Day one saw the
thirty-two combinations play four
games of section
play in a bid to
make the cut for the
“Top 16” and keep 2020 Birkenhead Women’s Pairs champions Ann Muir and Sue Wightman.
their title hopes
afloat. At the completion of play, few surprises were thrown up , with all the favoured combinations progressing to the knock-out phase.
Demonstrating the talents that have seen her top the podium on countless occasions over
two decades of dominance, including back to back World Singles wins, Murphy was quick
to adapt to the Birkenhead surface, comfortably combining with Rice to suggest it was
going to take something special to beat them, as they coasted to this year’s big dance.
However, cutting a similar path to the final, Wightman and Muir, who finished runner up in
2018 and third equal last year, appeared to be in devastating form themselves, dispatching Deb Presland and Kelly Clark, 14-10, Sue Curran and Paula Kempthorne, 13-6 and
Jan Gledhill and Colleen Sexton, 20-5 to set up a final opposite Murphy and Rice.
In contrasting fortune, reigning champions Trish Croot and Lisa White once again combined well to push through to the business end, on this occasion finishing third equal
alongside Gledhill and Sexton, falling at the hands of Murphy in the semi-final fixture, 1210.
The final saw Wightman and Muir continue their dominance, comfortably easing ahead
and holding the lead over the 14-end fixture, winning 17-5.
Meanwhile, Curran and Kempthorne combined to take out the Cup Championship A
Flight, defeating the strong Auckland composite of Catherine Bien and Ling Qu, while Jenny Jones and Agnes Motu took out the Cup Championship B Flight, defeating Karen Forrest and Donna Jackison in their respective final.
In other results, Alison Rennie and Helen Blick won the Consolation Flight opposite
Michelle Matheson and Cathy Richards, while Maree Atwood and Karen Scott edged a
solitary point thriller opposite Ruth Lynch and Milika Nathan to take out the Consolation
tier, 10-9.
Continued over page:
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Continued from previous over page:
With the men’s and women’s open pairs champions now found at Birkenhead for another
season, all focus now turns to the Bowls North Harbour NZ Masters, with event proceedings officially opened by Bowls New Zealand life member Jean Ashby (ONZM) on Sunday
evening.
The Good Home $6500 Birkenhead Women’s Open Pairs will return for its 12 th edition in
2021.
$6,500 Good Home Birkenhead Women's Pairs Results at a Glance
Cup Championship
Champion: Sue Wightman, Ann Muir
R/Up: Karen Murphy, Colleen Rice
Cup Championship A Flight
Winner: Sue Curran, Paula Kempthorne
R/Up: Catherine Bien, Ling Qu
Cup Championship B Flight
Winner: Jenny Jones, Agnes Motu
R/Up: Karen Forrest, Donna Jackison
Consolation
Winner: Maree Atwood, Karen Scott
R/Up: Ruth Lynch, Milika Nathan
Consolation Flight
Winner: Alison Rennie, Helen Blick
R/Up: Michelle Matheson, Cathy Richards

Three Days to Go
It all started on Saturday 8 February with the Carpet Mill $5,500 Birkenhead Men’s Pairs
then Karen Murphy Bowls Clinics leading into the $6,500 Good Home Birkenhead Women’s Pairs and finally Bowls North Harbour NZ Masters of which there is still three days to
run culminating in the Masters finals on Friday. It certainly has been a full on two weeks in
the Club and that’s not counting the regular Texas Hold’em, Quiz Night and House nights.
Birkenhead has certainly been on show and we have shown we can handle such events,
thanks to all our members that have helped out over the past two weeks.

World Bowls Team

BIRKENHEAD
Recreation Drive
PH: 418 2424

Reproduced from Bowls New Zealand website
Headlined by a host of former world champions, the New Zealand selectors have officially
named their Blackjacks side to contest the 2020 World Bowls Championships on the Gold
Coast later this year.
As 36 nations take to the Broadbeach, Helensvale and Musgrave Hill greens from May 26
to June 7, the Blackjacks will feature a wealth of experience among their ranks, with three
debutants also set to ply their trade on the sport’s biggest stage.
Building on a stunning performance at the Asia Pacific Championships in 2019, national
selectors Peter Belliss, Marlene Castle and Phil Skoglund Jr have observed the Multi Nations and two Trans Tasman Test Series – before firming their final five men and five
women to chase gold in the months to follow.
Within the team, six of the 10 players have all previously tasted world championship success, while Tayla Bruce, Debbie White and Andrew Kelly get set to make their world
bowls’ debut.
Proving a winning combination with an unbeaten 10-game streak at the Asia Pacific
Championships, Lawson and McIlroy will unsurprisingly team up in the men’s pairs, with
Lawson no doubt hoping to emulate his last appearance at World Bowls in 2008 – winning
gold with Russell Meyer in the pairs, and skipping Meyer, Richard Girvan and Andrew
Todd to gold in the men’s fours.
McIlroy will also have fond memories on the world bowls stage, last time defeating Canada’s Ryan Bester to claim the world singles title in Christchurch in 2016, before going on
to secure the World Champion of Champion Singles title just a matter of months later.
In the men’s fours, Ali Forsyth and Mike Kernaghan retain their place in the gold-medal
winning team from 2016, this time joined by Lawson at three and Kelly off the front.
Forsyth, Kernaghan and Kelly will also combine in the men’s triples, with both Forsyth and
Kelly having recently won gold in the Multi Nations triples, alongside Chris Le Lievre – on
that occasion going through the campaign unbeaten.
Meanwhile, the women’s singles will see world number one Jo Edwards hunt the one title
that has seemingly proved elusive throughout her career, with Edwards, a five-time indoor
champion, carrying some strong form into the competition having won back to back Commonwealth gold medals in the same discipline in 2014 and 2018.
Continued over page:
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Continued from previous over page:
Edwards, who will be featuring in her fifth world bowls contest, will then team up with debutant Tayla Bruce in the women’s pairs, both Edwards and Bruce showing plenty of promise in recent appearances together, while Bruce will join the women’s fours as lead.
Stamping her mark as an international skip and reflecting her double national title haul in
January, Katelyn Inch will be charged with skipping the women’s fours and triples respectively, with the vastly experienced Val Smith providing steady influence at three. Playing
off the front in the triples and two in the four is the in-form Debbie White, last year showing
her mettle on the international stage, narrowly losing the World Champion of Champion
Singles to Australia in a gripping finale.
White, perhaps the least familiar name within the side, has previously played in the New
Zealand Development set-up in a Trans Tasman encounter, though will relish the opportunity to show her talents to the world as she follows in her mother’s footsteps as a world
bowls international.
Bowls New Zealand convener of selectors Phil Skoglund Jr, speaking on behalf of the selection panel, congratulated those selected and said the selectors were confident the 10strong side will produce a promising medal haul.
“Picking our world bowls side was a very difficult assignment, but we’ve always said we
will reward performance and pick those players that have been hitting form and getting the
runs on the board in the last 12-24 months. We’ve certainly done that and we’re really
happy with the team we’ve got to represent our country, and we know all of those selected
will really put the time and effort in to give themselves the strongest possible chance heading in to these championships,” Skoglund Jr said.
“This is a huge event for Bowls New Zealand, we’re very conscious that we need to get
results at this level and we’re highly confident we have the right group to achieve this.”
Having spent many weeks competing on the Gold Coast in recent international appearances, Skoglund Jr says the team will be
well accustomed to all conditions, and
not be over-awed by changing surfaces.
“There will be no excuses, all 10 players
know exactly what to expect at any given
time and we’re looking forward to it,” he
said.
Commenting on those who were unsuccessful on this occasion, including recent
selections Le Lievre, Selina Smith,
Kirsten Edwards and Wendy Jensen, Skoglund Jr encouraged them to continue performing at the highest level and reminded aspiring players, “there’s plenty of opportunities out there” for all members of the
high performance squad going forward.
“This is just one event, I know there will be disappointment and that’s understandable, but
it’s important they continue to push on and put their hand up for future selections. They
are all still a big part of the picture and we want them to remain in the frame with consistent success going forward.”
The Blackjacks will next get together for a pre-tournament camp in April prior to departing
for the World Champs in May.
-END
The New Zealand 2020 World Bowls team is:
Women
(Tayla Bruce (Burnside, Canterbury), Jo Edwards (Enoggera, AUS/United, Nelson), Katelyn Inch (Broadbeach, AUS/Oxford, Canterbury), Val Smith (Merrylands, AUS/United, Nelson), Debbie White (Hinuera, Waikato)
Singles: Jo Edwards
Pairs: Jo Edwards (skip), Tayla Bruce (lead)
Triples: Katelyn Inch (skip), Val Smith (two), Debbie White (lead)
Fours: Katelyn Inch (skip), Val Smith (two), Debbie White (two), Tayla Bruce (lead)
Men
(Ali Forsyth (Clayton, AUS/,Nelson, Nelson) Andrew Kelly (Canterbury B.C, Canterbury),
Mike Kernaghan (North East Valley, Dunedin), Gary Lawson (Elmwood Park, Canterbury),
Shannon McIlroy (Stoke, Nelson))
Singles: Shannon McIlroy
Pairs: Gary Lawson (skip), Shannon McIlroy (lead)
Triples: Ali Forsyth (skip), Mike Kernaghan (two), Andrew Kelly (lead)
Fours: Ali Forsyth (skip), Gary Lawson (three), Mike Kernaghan (two), Andrew Kelly (lead)
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BPL11- February 25-28, 2020
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The sport’s most revered entertainment product arrives at Moama Bowling Club for
the very first time, with the eleventh staging of the Bowls Premier League (BPL).
A club rich in bowls history on the New South Wales and Victoria border, Moama has undergone multi-million dollar renovations in recent years, with the construction of their undercover facility the shining light of their investment.
Home of the Murray Steamers, the club will be hoping to continue where Queensland’s
Club Pine Rivers left off at the competitions’ last meeting at BPL10, which was once again
a wonderful week of bowls matched by an electric atmosphere in the stands.
On the back of their debut title-winning performance, the Tweed Heads Ospreys are suddenly the hunted.
After entering BPL10 as a rather unknown quantity, alongside the Melbourne Pulse and
Adelaide Pioneers, the Ospreys will now have higher expectations of themselves and from
the rest of the competition, which makes BPL11 such an intriguing prospect for the expansion teams.
Elsewhere, the home team has made the most significant personnel changes in a bid for
their first title since the second instalment of the BPL, with Jo Edwards and home-town
hero Michael Walker replacing the unavailable Ellen Ryan and player-turned- coach, David Ferguson.
Perth has made the only other notable change, with the also unavailable Pieter Harris replaced in the coaches’ chair by astute tactician and a man well known to West Australian
bowlers, Ross Dempsey.
The evenness and unpredictability of the BPL was best highlighted by the Ospreys rise
from cellar-dwellers to champions at BPL10, rising from last on the ladder after two rounds
to finishing in first place.
Despite not making the finals last time out, the Melbourne Roys, Brisbane Pirates, Murray
Steamers and Adelaide Pioneers are well-equipped to stake their claim for the top four
this time around, with the Ospreys’ BPL10 roadmap a lesson to all at how quickly things
can change in this cut-throat
competition.
The Sydney Lions will still be
reeling from their defeat to the
Ospreys in the competition’s
most recent decider, with the
match over in such a flash
after the Lions were originally
the first team to book their
place in the final. Expect them
to hit Moama with redemption
in mind, while for the other
BPL10 finalists in the Melbourne Pulse and Perth Suns,
they’ll be looking to go that
one better in shoring up a top-two spot and the double-chance.
Ultimately, despite each team’s claim as a potential BPL finalist, eight cannot go into four
and so the race will be on in Moama.
Who will be first out the blocks? Who will adjust to the surface and the style of play required? Who will hold their nerve when it’s all on the line?
We can’t wait to find out.
Bowls Premier League 11 – #BPL11
February 25-28, 2020
Moama Bowling Club, NSW
Day Sessions: From 11am AEDT (Stream via Bowls Australia Facebook)
Night Sessions: From 5pm AEDT (Watch live via Sky Sport NZ)
Teams:
Adelaide Pioneers: Wayne Ruediger, Scott Thulborn, Bec Van Asch (Coach – Les
Carter)
Brisbane Pirates: Alex Marshall, Michael Breen, Kelsey Cottrell (Dave Edwards)
Melbourne Pulse: Gary Kelly, Barrie Lester, Natasha Scott (Rob Wilson)
Melbourne Roys: Aaron Wilson, Matt Flapper, Carla Krizanic (Ian Ewing)
Murray Steamers: Ryan Bester, Michael Walker, Jo Edwards (David Ferguson)
Perth Suns: Lee Schraner, Cody Packer, Kristina Krstic (Ross Dempsey*)
Sydney Lions: Aron Sherriff, Ben Twist, Karen Murphy (Steve Glasson)
Tweed Heads Ospreys: Aaron Teys, Kurt Brown, Chloe Stewart (Wayne Turley)
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New for 2020
From John Hindmarch’s initial idea and developed out to a weekend tournament the Birkenhead Power Play Pairs has been born. With $2,400 for first place out of a total prize
pool of $5,000 it is certainly good prize money. Played over the weekend of 23-24 May will
see sides of three teams of pairs battling it out in a playing format similar to Bowls North
Harbour’s PPL. All culminating in the Elimination finals, Semi-finals’ and the Grand final on
Sunday afternoon
Limited to sixteen sides with sides made up of full or life members of the same club, no
composite sides. Morning tea and lunch to the usual Birkenhead standard is included both
days.
Entry forms are available from the Club and the Club’s website. Entry confirmed upon receiving both a completed entry form and full entry fee.
Birkenhead Power Play Pairs is currently looking for a tournament partner to join Giltrap
North Shore as joint platinum partner or a number of smaller gold, silver or bronze partners. Furthers details on the contact Emmie (ph: 0275 297297)
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Sunday Triples (OACT)
9am Sunday 1 March
Lunch included
Ph: Merv 021 0447627 or email: sunday@bowlsbirkenhead.co.nz

$2,500 Easter Triples
Birkenhead Branch
24 Birkenhead Ave

Phone: 480-9029

With $1,000 minimum first prize and a total prize pool $2,500 minimum guaranteed why
wouldn't you enter?.
While many of the top bowlers are out chasing the big money in tournaments across the
Auckland region. The astute bowler will be at Birkenhead this Easter. Two days of competitive, yet social, any combination triples (OACT). Included in the entry is morning tea
and buffet lunch both days, to the high standard that Birkenhead is known for, along with
a sausage sizzle after play on the Friday.
$150 per team, entry payment is required to confirm entry.
Limited to 16 teams. Fish available Friday lunch for the non-meat eaters.

BIRKENHEAD
Recreation Drive
PH: 418 2424
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17-21 February 2020
HQ Birkenhead Bowling Club
Wednesday: Section Play (Mixed Pairs)
Thursday: Semi-finals

Friday: Finals
Selected finals steamed live Bowls North Harbour NZ Master facebook from 9am Friday,
Streaming made possible thanks to Bowls New Zealand,

Joker Draws - $500
Joker 500 draws drawn Wednesdays & Fridays. Joker 500, numbers on sale from 5pm 6pm. Purchase a number or numbers, a winning number is drawn at just after 6pm. The
purchaser of that winning number selects a card from the Joker cabinet and receives the
corresponding prize with the top prize available being $500 every Wednesday and Friday.
Every card has a cash prize.

Spotlight on Club Partners
This week we put the spotlight on “Emmie Swart Limited”. Turning your Corporate and
Team apparel and gift ideas into reality.
BIRKENHEAD BOUTIQUE PROMOTIONAL COMPANY
Enjoy the personal care and attention of an owner-operated promotional company who
listens to your marketing ideas: your personal apparel and gift assistant.
Emmie Swart Limited is a promotional product company that is interested in you, your
business and who your market is. They pride themselves on being the boutique option
and will help you select promotional items that best reflect your business, are in line with
your marketing ideas, target your audience, are unique, and most importantly, are useful
to your consumers.
Emmie Swart Limited
takes the time to understand your goals and to
develop custom ideas
and promotional products designed to meet
your marketing objectives. They turn your
marketing ideas into reality.
There are a hundred
companies online that
just sell apparel and
gifts; Emmie Swart Limited don’t sell apparel and gifts, they create apparel and gifts for
you.
Promotional products are ideal for getting your brand or company name across at conferences, expos, company meetings, seminars, trade shows and corporate events.
Emmie Swart prides herself on her promotional branding; on her ability to brand items
professionally and deliver them on time, right when you need them.
Branded Clothing - The Great Promotional Tool
Custom clothing, uniforms, shirts, branded jackets and T-shirts brand the public with your
message. Corporate clothing with your logo not only give a professional, cohesive look to
your team, they help clients and potential customers to think of you next time they need
your product or service.
At Emmie Swart we supply custom tees and printed t shirts: an excellent way to get your
business message to where you want it to go. Printed T-shirts are great for casual or
semi-informal occasions and can come in many different colours, designs and messages.
We can customise business shirts, blouses, polo shirts, jackets, hats, beanies, uniforms, sports gear and T shirts to proudly carry your brand. There are no minimum sized
orders.
Email: emmie@emmieswart.co.nz Mob: 0275 297 297 www.emmieswart.co.nz
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